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He then began to explore the limits of the classical guitar’s sonority, first on eight string guitar

evocations of Cape Town folk music (Blomdoorns 2003), then in compositions on a guitar by

legendary luthier Hermann Hauser (Ayo 2008, Kai Kai 2009) and then in transcriptions by

Brazilian composer Egberto Gismonti (The Sound of Water 2012) whose solo guitar works

are an explosive rewriting of classical guitar, world music, jazz and contemporary classical.

The album combines Gismonti’s music with Derek’s own compositions.

 

In 2012 he completed a ten year project to understand and translate the music of the West

African kora (21 string harp) virtuoso Toumani Diabate to solo guitar, resulting in two critically

acclaimed albums, One Night on Earth (Songlines Top of the World) and Libraries on Fire, the

latter receiving a Songlines award for “Best Album Africa and Middle East” in 2017. The

recognition from these albums resulted in concert tours the world over, performances at

venues such as Carnegie Hall, and collaborations with classical guitar legend John Williams,

Indian guitar master Debashish Battacharya, and West African Musicians such as Trio da Kali

and Toumani Diabate himself.

 

In 2017 Derek returned to the studio and to his musical roots to record an album of the solo

violin works of Bach, arranged on solo guitar and delivered with the phraseology and fire of a

musician who has steeped himself in musics outside of the classical canon.

Derek Gripper is a classical guitarist who

has taken a unique path. As a South African

classical musician he found himself limited

by the music of the traditional classical

guitar and so went on a journey through

different musical styles, returning always to

the guitar to find ways of bringing what he

learned onto the instrument.

 

His studies took him to India where he

learned the rudiments of the Carnatic

percussion language, and then to the farms

of the Western Cape where he created an

“avant-ghoema” string quartet language

(Sagtevlei 2001) with South African

composer and trumpeter Alex van Heerden.

derekgripper.com



PROGRAM

NOTES

In the western classical tradition the idea of the composer has changed over time, but it has

usually involved some or other form of written score which is then interpreted by the

performer. Today there are many composers whose works are never committed to paper:

songwriters, electronic musicians, “world” musicians, jazz musicians. We sometimes speak

about these musicians using different terms, saying they improvise or they play traditional

music, but when it comes to assigning performing rights we talk about them as having

composed the music they perform and record. So the realm of composition is one which has

greatly enlarged, and this recital seeks to do this too, to enlarge the ideas of what comprises

a composition and a composer. 

 

Classical musicians are primarily interpreters. They take a given text and find a way to bring it

to life in sound. There are many different approaches, academic or personal. But this art of

interpretation, which is the core of classical music, has not always taken into account today’s

enlarged realm of the composer. There have been many successful collaborations across the

musical divides, for example Kronos Quartet’s recent collaboration with Malian Trio da Kali, a

recent recording of works composed by griots living an aural/oral tradition, collaborating

with a classically trained string arranger and a string quartet reading scores. But it is rare that

a work from a composer outside of the classical discipline of written composition is

interpreted by a classically trained musician, there is usually always some sort of intermediary

or arranger involved. The barriers are many, from both sides, but it is mostly a problem of

translation.  

 

In 2011 I started writing down the kora compositions of Toumani Diabate, famed virtuoso of

the twenty-one stringed harp called the kora. I managed to find a way to play these scores on

the guitar, creating a means to begin interpreting his works on an entirely different

instrument. When I began to play and record Toumani’s music I was a non griot playing the

music usually learned and played by griots. I was also a guitarist playing music originally for

the kora, a guitarist suddenly stumbling upon an entirely new repertoire, an African repertoire

which had not been available to classical guitarists before. To have done this inside of the

aural/oral tradition I would have needed to lengthy apprenticeship with a griot, in person. But

as a classical musician and a guitarist I was able to use my skills by changing my idea of

Toumani and his role in the music. I had to see him as a composer, and his recordings as

“scores.” When I had made this conceptual shift my musical world expanded and it was just a

simple problem of translation from one medium to another.



In the beginning I was treating Toumani’s recordings as set compositions, and this is how I

first recorded them in “One Night on Earth” in 2012. It was important to do this to make the

point that from the point of view of a classical musician Toumani Diabate was a great African

composer, even while he was a musician from a traditional lineage and a griot. But as time

went on I started understanding the language, perhaps you could say more as a first

language speaker, or a more fluent second language speaker. As time went on things began

to develop further and my relationship to the “compositions” shifting from one of interpreter

to one of co-composer. 

 

In 2016 I had the opportunity to actually visit Mali after being invited by Toumani himself.

Here I could finally experience how Malian musicians approached this same act of

translation, interpretation, and co-composition. I discovered that these pieces, passed as they

are from father to son and mother to daughter, are somewhere in the middle of improvisation

and interpretation. On one hand the original is very much present, on the other hand the

reading is very loose and creative. So that was the first change I made in my performances,

straying further from the “text” and creating interpretations which were somewhat different

to the originals. The beginning of these more improvisatory readings can be heard on

“Libraries on Fire,” my recording from 2016.

 

More recently the idea of composition has undergone a further change in my kora

interpretations, a further change of the word and its meaning, especially as it relates to

African music. The act of composition is very different in African music. A new song by Salif

Keita, or a new bow piece by South African musician Madosini, is often based on something

older, a piece from a repertoire handed down from previous generations. The changes made

in the act of composition are sometimes incremental, small and subtle, yet the new wok is still

considered to be an original composition. This reflects a sociological difference: the musician

does not stand alone, he or she is part of a wider social and musical context, and this is

reflected in the music. This differs from the Western notion, or even myth, of a composer

being a lone creator, a myth which is very much prevalent into the idea of improvisation

which has grown out of jazz, and is very much a factor in popular music, a myth which has

been the cornerstone of music from at least the nineteenth century (musicians like John

Cage challenged this notion by including the audience, spontaneity and chance into the

process of composition and performance).

 

Within the Western context of the single creator, the influences on a particular work are very

closely scrutinised and something which is too close to the original is considered plagiarism.

A very good example is Led Zeppelin’s very close quotations/appropriations of older

American blues. While this may or may not be plagiarism, cultural appropriation or a clear

case of copyright infringement, this type of creative music marketing is not frowned upon in

the African context. A good example among many is the song Lam Tooro by Baaba Maal

which uses the melody, note for note, from an older griot song called Massane Cisse,

recorded by many musicians (for example Sory Kandia Kouyate in the early seventies, a

decade before Maal’s composition). Maal’s version changes the accompaniment and the

words but the melody is intact. Even though the original is well known by many West

Africans, to my knowledge Maal has yet to endure a court case similar to the one experienced 



by Led Zeppelin’s “Stairway to Heaven.” This is because the premise is different, the records

of an “original” are less specific, and the source is communal,  even though the process is

identical. 

 

Looking more deeply into these factors of composition and improvisation within the context

of performing kora music (and other music) has had the result that my more recent music

includes more elements of my own composition and improvisation than were evident in the

recordings mentioned above. The new compositions are often based on something in my

repertoire, a piece by Egberto Gismonti or Bach, or a traditional kora piece, or a kora piece by

a contemporary player like Toumani, but this seed could be completely altered or hidden, or

simply be a point of departure which is then discarded in the final piece. I think this is

consistent with the approach to performance in African music, the only change being that

the application of this approach is to a wider repertoire outside of the griots music. 

 

The composers whose works I draw on are Malian and Gambian kora players Toumani

Diabate, Ballake Sissoko, Amadou Bansang Jobarteh, Sekou Batourou Kouyate and Sidiki

Diabate, songwriters Salif Keita, Baaba Maal and Fanta Sacko, Brazilian composer Egberto

Gismonti, South African bow player Madosini, and of course J.S. Bach.
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The Rosa Guitar Trio is known for its energetic and joyful performances of diverse

repertoire that spans centuries and genres. Prize-winners at numerous

competitions, the trio has premiered new works written especially for them and

performed at the Adelaide International Guitar Festival alongside internationally

renowned artists Pepe Romero and Slava Grigoryan. In 2019 the trio were Musicians

in Residence at the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity in Canada as well as

Featured Artists for Musica Viva's regional touring program. The Rosa Guitar Trio

will soon release two debut recordings of contrasting styles – one of specially

commissioned works by Australian and international composers, and one of all-

Brazilian choro-inspired music.

The Rosa Guitar Trio is quickly

becoming one of Australia’s most

exciting young ensembles. Formed in

2011, the Trio has been encouraged

and mentored by Karin Schaupp who

describes their playing as “refined,

highly engaging and deeply musical,

with a masterful flexibility of rhythm

which allows them to move as one

through distinctive styles of music.

They share a wonderful rapport

amongst themselves and with their

audiences."

rosaguitartrio.com

MEMBERS

Ben Ellerby  •  Libby Myers  •  Joe Fallon
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Enigma

 

 

Suite Retratos

I.     Pixinguinha

II.    Ernesto Nazareth

 

Two-Tap

 

Suite of Six Trios

 

 

INTERVAL

 

 

Ouendan

 

Zirve

 

Suite Retratos

III.   Anacleto Medeiros

IV.   Chiquinha Gonzaga

 

Rosa

 

 

Escorregando

Garôto (Anibal Augusto Sardinha)

arr. Radamés Gnattali

 

Radamés Gnattali

arr. Laurindo Almeida

 

 

Connor D'Netto

 

Phillip Houghton

 

 

 

 

 

Chris Perren

 

Bec Plexus

 

Radamés Gnattali

arr. Laurindo Almeida

 

 

Pixinguinha (Alfredo da Rocha Viana Filho)

arr. Carlos Barbosa-Lima

 

Ernesto Nazareth

arr. Carlos Barbosa-Lima
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In May 2015 he left for China with #CiampaBeijingTour that saw him perform with great

success in concert and hold masterclasses at the "Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing,"

the prestigious "Academy of Opera" of Peking University and the beautiful Auditorium of

Italian Cultural Institute of the Italian Embassy. During the summer of 2014 he won a

scholarship to attend the prestigious "New York Mannes College" and was engaged in a

series of concerts in the USA that led him to perform  for the famous New York Classical Guitar

Society at the Manhattan Theatre in New York. In the same year he won third prize in the

prestigious "International Competition Michele Pittaluga" and the Scientific Committee of the

same competition awarded him the prestigious "Golden Guitar" as best young talent.  

 

Over the past few years Gian Marco has also been teaching both classical and electric guitar

in several music schools in Rome, such as the Civica Scuola delle Arti, the Cantiere della

Musica, the Accademia Romana di Musica, the International Music Institute.

Gian Marco Ciampa is a multi-award

winning  Italian guitarist. His success in

music competitions around the world,

including first place in the 2018 Melbourne

Guitar Festival International Concert Artist

Classical Guitar Competition, is a testament

to the mentorship he received from high-

calibre teachers such as Bruno Battisti

d’Amario, Fabrizio Verile, Fernando Lepri

and Celestino Dionisi.

 

In 2016 Gian Marco gave over 40 concerts

on a world tour across Australia, Germany,

Denmark, Netherlands, Croatia and Italy.

The 10-part Australian tour included

concerts and masterclasses in prestigious

venues as the Glebe Sydney Festival, the

Melbourne Conservatorium, Knox Hall of

Gosford and Brisbane International Guitar

Festival.

gianmarcociampa.com



Passacaille

 

Fantasia on Themes from Verdi's 'La Traviata'

 

Prelude

I

II

V

 

Introduction et Caprice Op.23

 

 

INTERVAL

Alexandre Tansman

 

Francisco Tárrega

 

Heitor Villa-Lobos

 

 

 

 

Giulio Regondi

PROGRAM

FIRST HALF  •  GIAN MARCO CIAMPA



Campbell has greatly benefited from significant study periods at the Accademia

Chigiana in Siena with Oscar Ghiglia, with Carlo Marchione and with Harald

Schoneweg (Cherubini Quartett). He has had the privilege of participating in

numerous masterclasses with musicians and scholars such as David Russell,

Roberto Aussel, Zoran Dukic, Marcin Dylla, Denis Azabagic, Aniello Desiderio, Franz

Halasz, Ricardo Gallén, Judicaël Perroy, Thomas Müller-Pering, Pavel Steidl, Roland

Dyens.

 

He has given concerts all around Australia and in Japan, Korea, Germany,

Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, India, Italy, Portugal, France, China, Austria, Serbia,

Romania and Greece as a soloist and a chamber musician. He has appeared on ABC

Classic FM, ABC Radio National, Radio Uruguay, Fine Music FM and ArtSound radio,

performing as a soloist and also as part of the Canberra Guitar Quartet, alongside

Andrey Lebedev, Callum Henshaw and Andrew Blanch.

campbelldiamondguitar.com

CAMPBELL

DIAMOND

Campbell is an internationally award

winning classical guitarist currently

studying in Cologne at the Hochschule für

Musik und Tanz with Hubert Käppel. In

2015 he studied at the Koblenz

International Guitar Academy, and prior he

studied as a student of Timothy Kain and

Minh Le Hoang at the ANU School of Music

in Canberra, Australia. He began studying

the classical guitar at the late age of 17, and

now 8 years later, he is developing a

reputation as one of the leading guitarists of

the younger generation.



Preludio No. 5

Las dos Hermanitas (Waltz)

 

Fantasia No. 7

Dolce

Allegro

Largo

Presto

 

Bluesette

 

Andantino Variato

 

Three Brazilian Pieces

Luiza

 

Dreams

 

Lamentos do Morro

Francisco Tárrega

 

 

Georg Philipp Telemann

trans. Marchione

 

 

 

 

Roland Dyens

 

Niccolò Paganini

 

 

António Carlos Jobim

arr. Marco Pereira

Sergio Assad

 

Garôto

PROGRAM

SECOND HALF  •  CAMPBELL DIAMOND



MANDOLINS IN BRISBANE

Celebrate 21 Years

Saturday 19 October • 7.30 PM

BrisWest Centre • Paddington

THE MEDIUM IS THE MAGIC

Virginia Taylor & Timothy Kain

Sunday 27 October • 2.30 PM

BrisWest Centre • Paddington

UPCOMING EVENTS

PARTNERED WITH

CONNECT WITH US

M
guitarbrisbane.org

facebook/guitarbrisbane

 

Guitar Brisbane is an initiative of Magda Productions Pty Ltd

magdaproductions.com

facebook/magdaproductions


